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It takes two branches of the federal government to
add a justice to the Supreme Court. The Constitution
says that the President “shall appoint” justices and
that Senators must give their “Advice and Consent.”
¶ Does that mean Republican Senators can stonewall
President Obama’s nominee, Merrick Garland, by withholding
their consent? ¶ Yes, it does. ¶ Is it wrong for them to do so? ¶
That depends whom you talk to. ¶ Democrats say that the Republican Senators are failing to fulfill their constitutional duties. The
Constitution gives Senators a role in the nomination process, but
surely the Framers intended for each branch of government to
perform its role in good faith.
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Democrats scornfully remind Republicans that Americans chose a
President three years ago. His name is
Barack Obama. But Republicans say
that Obama is a lame-duck in his final
year and that it would be a better gauge
of current public opinion to wait for a
new President.
Why so much conflict over replacing
one justice?
It’s true that the Court is evenly
divided, but what’s really at stake?
From the media and presidential
candidates, you’d think it’s all about the
fate of individual rights. Ted Cruz has
warned Americans that they are one
liberal justice away from losing their
rights to bear arms and freely exercise
their religion. Liberals are warning that
reproductive and gay-and-lesbian
rights are on the line.
While these rights are vitally important to the people affected by them, and
politicians frequently invoke these
rights to rally their bases, I suspect
there is also something more sinister at
work behind the scenes. Whether the
Supreme Court is majority conservative or liberal also affects the ability of
politicians to hold onto power. And what
could keep politicians up at night more

get? You get conservative justices who
have facilitated the ability of politicians
to entrench themselves in office and
disenfranchise voters who threaten
their power. This has largely redounded
to the benefit of Republicans because
they control the majority of state legislatures.
Conservative justices have allowed
Republicans to gerrymander legislative
districts to help ensure their reelections. And, as if that weren’t enough,
the justices have allowed Republicancontrolled legislatures to enact voter
ID and other election laws that tend to
disenfranchise groups who vote for
Democrats. The Court’s conservative
majority has also allowed a tsunami of
money to flow into politics, which often
works to the advantage of Republicans.
Stated simply, whoever controls a
majority of the Supreme Court can
affect politicians’ ability to hold onto
power in Washington and in state capitals. Is it any wonder, then, that Republican Senators have interpreted “Advice and Consent” to mean, in Donald
Trump’s inimitable words, “delay, delay, delay”?
Alan Garfield is a professor at Delaware Law School.
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Democrats say President Obama
performed his role in good faith. Rather than nominating a hardline liberal to
charge up his base and antagonize Republicans, he chose a moderate who is
respected by liberals and conservatives
alike. Garland’s record shows him to be
non-ideological, a believer in judicial
restraint, and someone who frequently
skews right in cases about executive
power, criminal rights, and business
interests. Obama, in other words,
played nicely. Now it’s time for the
Republicans to reciprocate.
Republicans counter that the Supreme Court is now evenly divided
between conservative and liberal justices, so that whoever replaces Justice
Antonin Scalia will greatly influence
the Court’s future direction. Given
these high stakes, Republicans contend
that the American people should have a
say in the process by letting them
choose the President who makes the
nomination.

than that?
Consider the following:
» Partisan gerrymandering: With
the exception of Anthony Kennedy, the
conservative justices have shown little
interest in placing constitutional limits
on extreme partisan gerrymandering
of legislative districts. The liberal justices are willing to impose limits.
» Voter ID laws: The conservative
justices have been unwilling to strike
down Voter ID and other election laws
that tend to disenfranchise poor and
minority voters. Liberals justices want
to invalidate these laws.
» Campaign financing: Conservative justices have routinely struck
down limits on independent campaign
expenditures even when they’re made
by large corporations using shareholder money. Liberal justices want to uphold expenditure caps.
» Voting Rights Act: Conservative
justices gutted the Voting Rights Act’s
preclearance procedure which required states with a history of racial
discrimination to receive federal permission before changing their election
laws. Liberal justices wanted to uphold
the preclearance procedure.
Put these together and what do you
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Save 10% on handcrafted custom kitchens!
and an EXTRA 25% OFF the already-discounted
ticket price on everything else*

State-of-the-art clinic for individuals
with Parkinson’s disease
• Providing individualized, comprehensive care
• Consultation with a movement disorder specialist
using leading-edge telehealth technology
• Multidisciplinary care with a dedicated team of
physical therapists, speech therapists, psychologists
and nurse practitioners

There’s never been a better time to get the kitchen of your dreams.
For a limited time, enjoy a rare discount on our amazing kitchens, from
showroom models to complete rooms custom made to your speciﬁcations.
Plus, save an extra 25% on our entire line of handcrafted furniture,
including tables and chairs made to match your new kitchen!

-- Open to the public and accepting new patients --
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Enjoy an evening of games, crafts
and activities all geared to Scout
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